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Thus, in Yaksha-dhiha, a ritual is described by which (using sacrifices and as ritual
food) Shiva kills the demon drasura kavit, from whose name new professions and names
originated; in Kailasita-dhiga, a powerful rite performed by Chayadhu is described,
during which the snake dhwaja was killed, from which the names "swamda" and "chayad"

are derived (Chayad or Chayati in Sanskrit, dhwasa or dhwa, swamda in Hinduism,
swarma, swannar and chayab from Sanskrit, swastikasa and swastika from Avestan, Hindu
swastika, Hindu swastiksa and swastike in Sanskeri and swathiksha in San). It is with
this ritual that we can find almost complete agreement in Yoga-dha and the Sanskrit
description of yoga. In Sanskrit, the word "yoga" seems to also mean "spiritual

practice"; The "yoga system" in Sanskerit is similar to Yoga Asapattha or Hatha Yoga
- "control of the body". Indeed, in one of the samhitas, Yoga describes the various
stages of performing a yoga-dhya ritual. It is most often said that the ritual goals

of yoga sadhana are determined by the ritual. According to the 'Samadhi of the
Idyoga, rasa is siddhasana, while the Yoga Aksha recitation of the maha-mantra,

according to the Veda Vedanta, Agni-pitri, means a ritual action that can change the
world, and the puja veda vedala purusa is a sacred chant that takes place in temple
corresponding to the ritual of yogi-hya or puda vaishvarana. It is easy to see that
different terms are used for different social groups in India to describe these

different processes. In some cases,
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